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APEX: IMPACT SIRES
Three sires with 200+ year-starters recorded APEX
(Annual Progeny Earnings IndeX) A Runner Index (ARI)
figures of 4.00 or higher for the seven-year period
2007-2013, according to data provided to us through
the end of 2013 by The Jockey Club Information
Systems (TJCIS). Japan=s Deep Impact (4.59) is the
overall leader for the second straight year, dethroning
eight-time APEX ARI leader A.P. Indy. However,
because Japan is more or less a >stand-alone= country in
that there is very little shipping in or out (they tend to
ship out for top international races, in which their
record is plenty good enough to confirm their racing is
now of a top international standard), we actually now
list Japanese sires separately from North American and
European sires. At the end of 2012, separating Deep
Impact and other Japanese sires out, A.P. Indy (4.03)
edged out Galileo (4.02) to claim his ninth APEX North
American/European Sire Championship. This year,
Claiborne=s War Front (4.29) claims the top spot over
Coolmore=s Galileo (4.03), with Lane=s End=s A.P. Indy
(3.86), now retired, back to third.
So what exactly do those numbers mean--4.59, 4.29,
4.03, 3.86? The short version is this: TJCIS collects all
starters in a year in each of six distinct jurisdictions for
us: North America (U.S. and Canada); Great
Britain/Ireland (combined together); France; Germany;
and Japan. In each jurisdiction we find: the top 2% of
earners/starters (>A
Runners=); the next two
percent (>B Runners=);
and the next four
percent (>C Runners=);
combined, we classify
the top 8%, therefore,
as >ABC Runners=.
Because of varying prize
money levels (see
Galileo
coolmore.com
table), the earnings
thresholds are different
in each jurisdiction, but we then simply add together
the results from each to compile figures from all three
regions and seven countries to arrive at totals for the
major Northern Hemisphere countries. The totals are
then indexed so that for A Runners, 2.00% becomes an
index of 1.00.
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So you multiply an ARI back out to see what it means
in real terms: in the years 2007-2013, Deep Impact=s
4.59 index equals 9.18% A Runners/year-starters (4.59
x 2); War Front=s 4.29 ARI equals 8.58% A Runners/
year-starters; Galileo=s 4.03% ARI equals 8.06% A
Runners/year-starters (of which he had 1,663, or about
237 per year). Keep in mind that, because these ratings
are earnings-based and calculated on an annual basis,
out of necessity, the same horse can count for as many
as seven year-starters (and A Runners), as it is counted
separately each year it starts. In this respect, the APEX
ratings are like average-earnings indexes; the big
difference is that average-earnings indexes are
susceptible to one huge earner skewing the picture;
APEX ratings measure the frequency with which sires
produce runners which achieve certain earnings
thresholds.
A couple of other simple, but important rules: first,
only sires with 10 or more 3-year-olds of the last year
covered (so foals of 2010, for 2013) are eligible for
APEX ratings--no freshman sires (figures too subject to
wild results). The effect of this standard is that we
knock out the bottom 20% of horses which are by sires
which are basically no-hopers from an international
perspective--arguably less mathematically pure, but
practically more useful, as it is a better description of
the active >commercial= marketplace. In our system,
1.00 really does equal an average sire, whereas in the
traditional average-earnings index, which includes all
sires, 1.00 is really below average. Second simple, but
important rule: these APEX figures cover only the last
seven years, not a sire=s entire career. Thus once-great
sires which may have fallen by the wayside are rated
not on their entire career, rather on what they have
achieved the last seven years.
War Front=s oldest foals were 5-year-olds in 2013, so
his 361 year-starters since 2010 were less than a
quarter of Galileo=s, which covered the seven years
2007-2013 (Deep Impact,
by the way, also had just
first 5-year-olds in 2013,
but such is the nature of
the Japanese racing and
breeding structure that he
had 981 year-starters in
the same period in which
War Front had 361).
Though younger sires do
benefit, for whatever
reasons, from having fewer
War Front claibornefarm.com
foals and runners, War
Front=s achievement in topping this list is pretty
remarkable, considering he was only a Grade II winner
(another one!--like Distorted Humor, Dansili, and Pulpit)
who began his stud career at $12,500 in 2007. By
contrast, Galileo is sustaining a little over 8% A
Runners (which is 4.00 ARI) from his year-starters with
massive numbers: 1663 year-starters since 2007, of
which a chart-topping 134 were A Runners--only
Giant=s Causeway (115), another Coolmore stallion, has
100 or more A Runners since 2007.
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Three of the top six, and six of the top 25, North
American/European sires with 200+ year-starters since
2007 are no longer at stud. Numbers three and four,
A.P. Indy (3.86) and Desert God (3.64), a former New
Mexico-based sire by Fappiano, are retired; and number
six, Germany=s top sire of the last 20 years, Monsun
(3.49), died in 2012. Desert God is an example of the
effect of the >slots= phenomenon, the best examples of
which in recent years have been Ontario sires, which
until last year benefited from a long, slots-fueled
season. We can object to the >purity= of a sire list in
which regional horses are more prominent than they
would be if we counted, say, graded stakes winners,
but the fact is we=re counting money, and they=re
making it.
The crop of sires which had their first foals in 2006
looked like a vintage one from the time they were first
assigned APEX ratings in 2009. Four North American
F2006 sires have been prominent ever since, and this
>fearsome foursome= all continue to rank among the top
25 by ARI. WinStar=s Speightstown (3.60), number five
overall, tops that group this year, followed by Darley=s
Medaglia d=Oro (7th, 3.37); Lane=s End=s Candy Ride
(18th, 2.67); and Gainesway=s Tapit (24th, 2.62).
Speightstown has 76 A Runners, >Medaglia= 67, Tapit
58, and Candy Ride 45. Though Tapit ranks fourth of
the four by ARI, we=d find, if we introduced Grade I and
Grade II winners into the calculations, he=d probably go
to the top of the list. In terms of stud fee, which would
correlate more with GI/GII winners than with ARI, Tapit
stands for $150,000; Medaglia d=Oro $100,000;
Speightstown $80,000; and Candy Ride at what has to
look as, by comparison, a bargain $35,000. However,
surely all are way past full by now.
California sire phenomenon Unusual Heat (3.30), now
24 years old, ranks eighth on the list, followed by
Europe=s number two and three sires (in either order),
Juddmonte=s Dansili (3.25) and Darley=s Dubawi (3.23).
They round out the
top 10. In 11th spot is
Adena Springs=s
Ghostzapper (3.16).
Coolmore=s deceased
Montjeu (2.97), sire of
four G1 Epsom Derby
winners, ranks 12th,
just ahead of the same
operation=s Ashford
resident Giant=s
Causeway (2.86), who
Dark Angel
yeomanstown.ie
is tied for 13th with
one of the two sires with first 4-year-olds to make the
top 25, Ireland=s Morristown Lattin Stud=s son of
Acclamation, Dark Angel (2.86). He was retired after
his 2-year-old year due to a perceived lack of
opportunities for 3-year-old sprinters, but his first
4-year-olds last year included Europe=s second-best
sprinter, dual Group 1 winner (and now Cheveley Park
stallion) Lethal Force.
Cont. p22

“The gross was down 14% for Book 1 of the Keeneland January Sale, and the
average was down by 24%, but this simply illustrates what can happen in mixed
sales: the standard of pedigree and catalogue page is not necessarily consistent
from year to year, so mixed sales can reflect more what’s in the catalogue than
what the market is really like. The temperature may be frigid, but everybody says
the market is red-hot; one Judge told me he’d been outbid nine times in Book 1
from nine tries at six-figure mares.”
– Bill Oppenheim

KEENELAND JANUARY BOOK 1
YEAR CAT RING SOLD %W/D %S/R %S/C
GROSS

AVG

2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

$60,057
$78,720
$61,838
$50,001
$44,320
$51,193

791
767
780
726
734
788

639
604
619
560
552
548

508
449
487
392
406
412

19.2%
21.3%
20.6%
22.9%
24.8%
30.5%

79.5%
74.3%
78.7%
70.0%
73.6%
75.2%

64.2%
58.5%
62.4%
54.0%
55.3%
52.3%

$30,509,100
$35,345,100
$30,115,300
$19,600,200
$17,993,800
$21,091,600

TOTAL US AND EUROPEAN 1ST HALF M IXED SALES
YEAR CAT RING SOLD %W/D %S/R %S/C
GROSS
AVG
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

3,773
3,406
3,707
3,783
4,308
5,557

3,048
2,779
2,995
3,061
3,232
4,128

2,219
2,063
2,129
2,014
2,324
2,980

19.2%
18.4%
19.2%
19.1%
25.0%
25.7%

72.8%
74.2%
71.1%
65.8%
71.9%
72.2%

58.8%
60.6%
57.4%
53.2%
53.9%
53.6%

$57,996,459
$51,260,937
$35,614,398
$32,683,411
$43,412,413
$92,283,309

$26,136
$24,848
$16,728
$16,228
$18,680
$30,968

Data com piled by Brianne Stanley
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Oppenheim cont.

Lane=s End=s veteran Smart Strike (2.75), now 22
years old, ranks 15th, followed by North America=s
champion sire of 2013, Ramsey Farm=s Kitten=s Joy
(2.72). Then Taylor Made=s Unbridled=s Song (2.69),
followed by Candy Ride and another Lane=s End stallion
and the other F2009 sire
(first 4-year-olds 2013) to
make the top 25, Smart
Strike=s son, English
Channel (2.67). Darley=s
Bernardini (2.64) rounds
out the top 20.
The APEX ratings-there are 17 of them in
English Channel lanesend.com
all, but the A Runner
Index is the >signature= rating and the most important
(see explanations in the APEX section of the TDN
website for more detail)--do not purport to be perfect
sire ratings. They have their imitations, but over the last
30 years they have proven, time and again, a very good
guide to identifying the sires whose runners are getting
the money--often (as in the recent cases of Smart
Strike and Speightstown) a year or two before their
stud fees have caught up in the marketplace. In the
next few columns, as usual, we=ll be doing some slicing
and dicing, and look more deeply into the numbers but,
for today to start with, we list the 61 sires in North
America, Europe (as defined), and Japan with 2014
APEX A Runner Indexes of 2.00 and higher; these are,
more or less, the top 10% of sires.
Bill Oppenheim may be contacted at bopp@erb.com (please cc
TDN management at suefinley@thoroughbreddailynews.com).
Follow him on Twitter at www.twitter.com/billoppenheim.

UPCOMING MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN STAKES
Date
Race
Track
Jan. 11
GII Ft. Lauderdale S.
GP
GII San Pasqual S.
SA
GIII Sham S.
SA
GIII Hal’s Hope S.
GP
Jan. 18
GII Strub S.
SA
GIII Col. E.R. Bradley H.
FG
GIII Lecomte S.
FG
Jan. 19
GII La Canada S.
SA
Jan. 25
GII Forward Gal S.
GP
GIII Holy Bull S.
GP
GIII John B. Connally Turf Cup
HOU
GIII Endeavour S.
TAM
GIII Santa Monica S.
SA
Feb. 1
GI Las Virgenes S.
SA
GII Arcadia S.
SA
GIII Toboggan S.
AQU
GIII Wither S.
AQU
GIII Hutcheson S.
GP
GIII Tampa Bay S.
TAM
Feb. 2
GII Palos Verdes S.
SA

Click here to access TDN Progeny PPs
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